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Future transition from forests to
shrublands and grasslands in the western
United States is expected to reduce
carbon storage

Check for updates

Jared M. Kodero 1,2 , Benjamin S. Felzer 1 & Yuning Shi3

Climate change is expected to impact vegetation in the western United States, leading to shifts in
dominant Plant Functional Types and carbon storage. Here, we used a biogeographic model
integrated with a biogeochemical model to predict changes in dominant Plant Functional Type by
2070−2100.Results show that under theRepresentativeConcentrationPathway4.5 scenario, 40%of
the originally forested areas will transition to shrubland (7%) or grassland (32%), while under the
Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 scenario, 58% of forested areas shift to shrubland (18%)
or grassland (40%). These shifts in Plant Functional Types result in a net overall loss in carbon storage
equal to −60 gigagram of carbon and −82 gigagram of carbon under Representative Concentration
Pathway 4.5 and 8.5, respectively. Our findings highlight the need for urgent action to mitigate the
effects of climate change on vegetation and carbon storage in the region.

Forests in the western United States are likely to transition to shrubland or
grassland vegetation types or be replaced by forest communities better
adapted to fires and droughts and thrive in warmer climates1–3. Recent
researchhashighlightedan increase indrought intensity,fire frequency, and
burn severity in the region. These changes are complexly intertwined and
are primarily driven by climate change caused by anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases4,5. Burn severity is further exacerbated by historical fire
deficit that led to fuel accumulation, which causes fires to be more severe
when they occur.

Sample pollen analyses show that historical climate changes in the
region resulted in vegetation shifts6,7. Other studies also show that following
the end of the last glacial period, vegetation in the western United States
exhibited individualistic responses towarming, which affected species range
and distribution. Because this warming was gradual, plant species had
enough time to disperse and find new suitable habitats8. However, unlike in
the past, the current rate of warming, frequency of wildfires, and increased
burn severity may not give forest communities enough time to adapt,
resulting in climate-vegetation mismatch.

Changes in dominant plant functional types (PFTs) will most likely be
driven by increased fires exacerbated by historical fuel accumulation, per-
sistent droughts, andwarming. PFT’s response to these changeswill depend

on their physiological tolerance, phenology, fire adaptation, and how dif-
ferent PFTs compete9,10.

While historical fires mediated the response of forests to climate
change by accelerating species turnovers or selecting fire-adapted species11,
these adaptations are specific to particular mild to moderate fire regimes.
Forests not adapted to high-severity stand-replacing fires, therefore, may
respond in ways that are challenging to predict and have no historical
precedent12. Increased stand-replacing fires clear forests and remove seed
sources from forest types not already adapted to them, allowing grasses or
shrubs to expand in habitats previously dominated by tree PFTs13.

Future climate projections for the western United States show con-
tinued warming and increased droughts due to altered precipitation pat-
terns. The resulting environmental stress will promote PFT alteration as
younger seedlings are sensitive to changes in temperature and precipitation
patterns. Somemodeling studies project a complete transition from forest to
shrubland or grasslands14–16, while others suggest only shifts in dominant
forest species17. By the end of the century, it is projected that 55% of future
landscapes in thewesternUnited Stateswill have climates incompatiblewith
the vegetation communities that now occur on those landscapes18.

Here, we developed a biogeography module based on BIOME419,20—a
biogeography model that simulates the equilibrium distribution of
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dominant PFTs integrated within an existing biogeochemical model21. We
then used the resulting model to assess the impact of changing climate on
dominant PFTs in forested regions of the westernUnited States, where trees
are the dominant PFTs and determined whether these changes will result in
a shift in the dominant PFTs under Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) 4.5 and 8.5 at a monthly time step. The model uses bioclimatic
envelopes to determine the PFTs that can exist in each grid cell. PFT
competition is based on total Net Primary Productivity (NPP), where the
most productive PFT is considered the dominant PFT, which is then
selected and given 100% coverage of the grid cell. Each grid cell is 0.5 by 0.5
degrees. In our future run (2015–2100), we simulate varying levels of fire
severity governed by ignition, fuel availability, and fuel combustibility.
Historical fires use the same fire module but are modified to better capture
historical fire regimes, as described in the OnlineMethods section. Analysis
of model results focuses on changes occurring by the end of the century
2070–2100.

Results
Change in dominant PFT
Under the RCP 4.5 scenario, ourmodel predicts that 40% of grids originally
dominated by tree PFTs during the 1984–2014 period will transition to
shrubs (7%) and grass (32%) by the end of the century. In contrast, under
RCP 8.5, 58%will transition to shrub (18%) or grass (40%) as the dominant
PFT (Figs. 1 and 2).

Shifts predominantly occur in grids projected to experience the greatest
temperature rise and decreased soil moisture, associated with severe, stand-
replacing fires. Principal Component analysis under RCP 4.5 indicates that
55% of the variance is due to moisture stress, 27% to fires, 13% to tem-
perature, and 6% to total precipitation. For RCP 8.5, the Principal Com-
ponent analysis loadings are 53%, 26%, 14%, and 7%, respectively. The four
variables tested are interrelated: warming worsens drought, leading tomore
severefires that clear treePFTs, allowing grass and shrub expansion22. These
findings highlight the roles of temperature, moisture stress, and fire severity
in ecosystem shifts under evolving climatic scenarios. Our results show that
warming and droughts lead to more severe fires (Supplementary Figs. 1
and 2).

Geographically, the most pronounced shifts from forests to grass-
lands are observed in the Northern Rockies and Puget Trough, while
transitions from forests to shrublands are predominant in the Southwest.
Additionally, our model indicates an upslope shift in the mean elevation
of boreal and temperate coniferous forests under both climate scenarios
(Fig. 3). This trend indicates PFTs’ adaptive response to warmer and
drier conditions.

The model also shows PFT’s mean elevation, especially for boreal and
temperate coniferous forests, shifting upslope (Fig. 3) under both scenarios
by the end of the century. These shifts are expected to accelerate as the
climate warms, droughts intensify, and severe fires increase.

Changes in carbon stocks and fluxes
In the model, NPP represents the difference between Gross Primary Pro-
duction (GPP) and carbon loss due to respiration. NPP is primarily driven
by climatic factors with tree PFTs, given optimal climatic conditions,
exhibiting higher NPP compared to grass and shrub PFTs. Conversely, Net
EcosystemProductivity (NEP) is ameasure of the net carbonfluxes between
an ecosystem and the atmosphere, considering not only the plant carbon
dynamics but also the carbon emissions from soil and other ecosystem
components through heterotrophic respiration and decomposition pro-
cesses. Thus, while NPP focuses on plant growth and carbon accumulation,
NEP reflects the overall carbonbalance of the entire ecosystem. In this study,
NPP serves as an indicator of competitive success among PFTs. Vegetation
and soil organic carbon are key variables as they represent the amount of
carbon stored in live vegetation and the soil, respectively.

The modeled shift in dominant PFT, as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2,
indicate a decrease in total NPP, vegetation carbon, and soil organic carbon
by the end of the century (2070–2100) compared to the historical period
(1984–2014) in both RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios (Fig. 4). This decline is
primarily attributed to fires and unfavorable climatic conditions, which have
enabled grass and shrub PFTs to expand at the expense of tree PFTs. This
expansion has led to a reduction in NPP for tree PFTs. The decline in NPP
for tree types is further explained by changes in climatic conditions and
increased fires that favor the expansion of grass and shrub types. Further-
more, the adaptive expansion of non-forest vegetation, coupled with
increased fires, has resulted in a substantial projected areal decrease of forest-
to-non-forest conversion, which has substantial implications for the carbon
budget. However, NEP shows an increase of up to 0.5 PgC per 30 years
under RCP 8.5 and 0.2 PgC per 30 years under RCP 4.5. This increase is
primarily due to more grass and shrub PFTs, suggesting their ability to thrive
in warmer, drier climates and expand into areas previously dominated by
tree PFTs. This shift indicates a substantial change in the regional carbon
sequestration pattern, driven by changing climate and fire regimes.

The total cumulative Net Carbon Exchange (NCE) (Fig. 5), which
accounts for the carbon lost during land-use conversion and products from
conversion, shows a net carbon loss for the western United States equal to
−60GgC forRCP4.5 and−82GgC forRCP8.5 scenario. In both scenarios,
temperate coniferous forests contribute the most to the loss (Fig. 2). For
NCE, carbon uptake is denoted as positive, and carbon release is denoted as

Fig. 1 | Types of shifts in dominant plant func-
tional types in the western United States for the
Early Century (1984–2014), Mid Century, and
End Century (2070–2100). a Under RCP 4.5 sce-
nario. b Under RCP 8.5 scenario. PFTs include
MMCMesic Mixed Coniferous Forest, MTF Mixed
Temperate Forests, TDF Temperate Deciduous
Forest, TCF Temperate Coniferous Forest, SG Short
Grasslands, AS Arid Shrublands, XFW Xer-
omorphic Forests andWoodlands, TBEFTemperate
Broadleaved Evergreen Forests.

a. b.
Early Mid End Early Mid End

RCP 4.5 RCP 8.5
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negative. NCE is calculated based on the equations below.

NCE ¼ NEP � Ec ð1Þ

NEP ¼ NPP � rh � VOLAC ð2Þ

Where NCE is Net Carbon Exchange, NEP is Net Ecosystem Productivity,
Ec is burned carbon, NPP is Net Primary Productivity, rh is heterotrophic
respiration, and VOLAC is the proportion of standing dead that decom-
poses and volatizes CO2 directly back to the atmosphere. In this study, we
excluded other conversion fluxes, i.e., decay of agricultural and wood

products fromNEPandNCEcalculations becausehuman landuse and land
cover change are not considered. The NCEwe calculate is equivalent to Net
Biome Productivity, which is a measure of the balance between NPP and
carbon losses due to heterotrophic respiration and wildfire.

The continuous decrease in vegetation carbon and soil organic carbon
trends is attributed to the increasing number of fires and decreasing cov-
erage of tree PFTs. The increasing number of fires is a result of droughts
caused by changing climatic conditions2, effectively clearing forests, redu-
cing biomass, and allowing grass and shrub PFTs to become dominant. In
hotter and drier grids where grasses are dominant, we havemore fires since
grasses frequently burn more than forests (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both

a. b.

c. d.

Observed Modeled

RCP 4.5 RCP 8.5

Fig. 2 |Distribution of dominant PFTs. aObserved dominant PFTs for 1984–2014.
bModeled dominant PFTs for 1984–2014 at a 0.5 by 0.5 deg resolution. cModeled
dominant PFTs for the end of the century (2070–2100) under RCP 4.5 scenario.

dModeled dominant PFTs for end of the century (2070–2100) under RCP 8.5 sce-
nario. PFTs are defined in Fig. 1.
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scenarios show similar trends for vegetation carbon and soil organic carbon,
although under RCP 8.5, we see a much higher loss of carbon, leading to a
rapiddecline in the total carbon stored in these ecosystems.Overall, the shift
from forests to grasses and shrubs results in a loss of carbon from the land
and less vegetation productivity.

Discussion
Our results project a shift in dominant PFTs from tree to grass or shrub
PFTs in the western United States by the end of the century due to fire and
climate change under RCP 4.5 and 8.5. This shift will be primarily driven by
the increasing severity of droughts, fires, and increase in temperature. Even
though climate models project increases in absolute precipitation, they are
ultimately offset by changes in form and timing, especially in the inter-
mountain region, where there is a projected shift from snow to rain23,24.
Snow is projected to melt earlier in the spring, and most snow melt will be
lost as surface runoff25. The remaining soil moisture may become severely
depleted during the drier summermonths, leaving forestsmoisture-stressed
and vulnerable to severe fires.

The transition from tree-dominated PFTs to shrub and grass PFTs,
predominantly in the northern states and Southwest region,marks a critical
alteration in the ecosystem’s capacity to store carbon. Under both scenarios,
the decrease in NPP, vegetation carbon, and soil organic carbon is an
indicator of these ecosystems’ diminished carbon storage potential. Forests
are known for their higher carbon storage capacity compared to shrub or
grass-dominated landscapes. This shift, therefore, implies a reduction in the
total carbon stocks within these regions. While NEP shows a notable
increase, primarily attributed to grass and shrub PFTs, this does not entirely
offset the loss in carbon storage potential due to the decrease in tree PFTs.
The increasedNEP is a response to the changing composition of PFTs and is
not necessarily indicative of enhanced ecosystem carbon sequestration
capacity. Therefore, while the NEP increases due to the expansion of
grassland and shrubland, the overall carbon storage capacity (NCE)
decreases due to the loss of carbon pools associated with the declining
coverage of tree PFTs as a result of fires.

The altered carbon dynamics are primarily driven by a shift in PFT
distribution.This shift ismarkedby an expansionof grass and shrubPFTs at
the expense of tree PFT, particularly temperate conifers that are currently
prevalent in western United States forests. As a result, there is an overall

decline in total carbon storage for the whole region (Fig. 4). The elevation
and range shifts (Fig. 3) suggest an adaptive response of ecosystems to the
changing climate, with forests persisting in cooler and wetter regions.
However, this pattern also indicates a potential narrowing of suitable
habitats for tree PFT, which are crucial for high-carbon storage. The shift to
shrub and grass PFTs in lower elevation and warmer areas, although con-
tributing to an increase in NEP, may not sustain long-term carbon storage
equivalent to that of forested areas.

These findings are similar to other modeling studies but slightly differ
from previous studies in Yellowstone and the intermountain region11,12,
which predicted a complete change in dominant PFTs and a transition to
more drought- and fire-tolerant tree species, respectively. Although we did
not parameterize the model to species level, our results show that these
forests persist (Figs. 1 and 2). Observational studies from networks like
LTER andCarbon Flux Tower support the trends in NPP andNEP (Fig. 5),
with variations across regions. One study26 observed an increase in the
annual mean NEP in temperate deciduous broadleaf forests in the western
United States during 1997–2005, which declined in a subsequent warming
slowdown, indicating the impact of temperature and water availability.
Another study27 reported a decrease in carbon storage in California’s eco-
systems from 2001 to 2100, primarily driven by climate changes and land-
use alterations.Notably, decreases inNPPorNEPwere typically observed in
drought-affected regions. However, it’s important to note that in regions
where severe future droughts are expected to become more common, his-
torical data may not yet reflect similar reductions in ecosystem carbon
dynamics, as there is no historical or modern analog for such droughts28.

Fires also play an important role in facilitating changes in dominant
PFTs. In ourmodel, ~26%of the change indominantPFTs inboth scenarios
is explained by fires. Fires help facilitate the shift in dominant PFTs by
clearing present vegetation in a grid cell, allowing other PFTs to establish
anddominate.Moreover,fires accelerate range shifts in areaswhere climate-
vegetationmismatches exist by affecting the rate of vegetation redistribution
and increasing the seedling-only range displacement for some tree species,
resulting in seedlings growing in different climatic conditions than mature
trees29. In addition, studies have found that high fire severity and low seed
availability reduce the probability of post-fire regeneration, as seen in the
decline in post-fire conifer recruitment in the western United States30.
Moreover, following stand-replacing fires, forests in the West showed little
to no post-fire tree regeneration in the past two decades due to seed source
limitations31,32. Our model does not consider these seed sources and dis-
tribution processes, aswe assume that at least tree, grass, and shrub seeds are
available everywhere following fires.

Forest succession following fire varies in the western United States33. If
the climate is favorable, saplings of the same forest species are established; in
some cases, different tree species may be established instead. For example,
the lodgepole pine forests of the Intermountain West are homogeneous,
whereas the fir-spruce-mountain hemlock group of the West Coast is not.
However, our model only looks at vegetation at the PFT level, as same-tree
PFTs return if the climate is favorable.

Ourmodeling results also agree with ongoing andmodeled vegetation
shifts in the Southwest and Great Plains, as seen in changes from mixed
conifers to shrublands in Devil’s Postpile, California, and similar transfor-
mations inGila andCoronadoNational Forests22,32,34. These shifts, primarily
driven by high-severity fires, are further exacerbated by droughts impacting
vegetation mortality and warming influencing seedling growth. Recent
trends show a shift from tree-dominant to non-tree-dominant vegetation
due to increased burn severity, warming, and droughts. Particularly in
Yellowstone, the lower montane tree cover is vulnerable to prolonged non-
forest conditions if impacted by stand-replacingfires35. TheLasConchasfire
study in New Mexico illustrates this trend, where initial burns led to tran-
sitions from forests to savannas and shrublands29,36, which then showed
greater fire resistance. Additionally, persistent droughts and rising tem-
peratures are driving vegetation upslope across western United States
mountain ranges37. This lag in vegetation adaptation to climate change
reduces habitats and increases extinction risks for certain species.

Fig. 3 | Change in dominant PFTsmean elevation andmean annual temperature
by the end of the century.Comparative analysis ofmean elevation andmean annual
temperature changes for dominant PFTs by 2070–2100 compared to the 1984–2014
baseline under RCP 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios. PFTs are defined in Fig. 1.
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Similar to our model results, a modeling study examining historical
and future fire regimes under a changing climate in the Sierra Nevada
identified a moisture threshold beyond which forests may shift to shrub-
lands and grasslands in warmer, drier conditions38. It revealed a potential
threshold where shifts in vegetation from forest to shrubland and grassland
are possible as the climate becomes warmer and drier along the Sierra
Nevada. Similarly, another studyhighlighted the increased risk of cheatgrass
(Bromus tectorum) invasion in the western United States due to climate-
induced decreases in soil moisture, predicting up to a 45% increase in
suitable invasion areas across Montana, Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado39.

These findings confirm that climate-driven shifts are ongoing, with
high-severity wildfires exacerbating the decline of mature trees and unfa-
vorable climates hindering new seedling survival. Our future model run
(2015–2100), incorporating varying fire severities influenced by fuel avail-
ability and combustibility, indicates notable effects on carbon stocks and
fluxes. By the century’s end, there is amarkeddecrease in carbon storage and
a rise in grass and shrub PFTs. Post-wildfire tree regeneration faces
numerous climate change-related challenges, notably moisture stress. Hot,
dry post-fire conditions can critically limit tree regeneration, potentially

shifting landscapes towards non-tree vegetation. Factors like seed source
proximity, burn severity, repeated disturbances, topographic conditions,
and competition from shrubs and grasses39 further impede tree regrowth.
Although not all vegetation burns during a fire, the regrowth of trees is
hindered by external environmental conditions affecting their ability to
regenerate effectively following a fire.

Ecologically, forests provide essential services, including carbon
sequestration and biodiversity conservation. Our models suggest that con-
tinued warming trends may shift forests to grasslands or shrublands,
affecting these services. This necessitates proactive forest conservation
strategies, such as fuel reduction treatments, prescribed burning, fire breaks,
andplanting climate-adapted trees, tomitigatewildfire impacts andadapt to
changing conditions40–42. Post-fire reforestation can also enhance recovery,
biodiversity, and carbon storage. The focus should shift tomaintaining these
ecosystems in areas already transitioning to grassland or shrubland. Instead
of restoring the original forest, which may not be possible due to climate-
vegetation mismatch, the focus should shift to maintaining these ecosys-
tems. The findings of this study highlight the importance of targeted forest,
shrubland, and grasslandmanagement and adaptation strategies tomitigate

d.c.

b.a.

VEGC SOC

NPP NEP

Fig. 4 | Absolute change in carbon stocks and fluxes for PFTs (2070–2100).
a Vegetation carbon (VEGC). b Soil organic carbon (SOC). c Net primary pro-
ductivity (NPP). dNet ecosystem productivity (NEP). Error bars represent standard

deviation based on 20-models aggregation. All PFTs are statistically significant
(p value < 0.05). PFTs are defined in Fig. 1.
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climate change impacts on western United States biomes because forest,
shrubland, and grassland biomes all play crucial roles in carbon seques-
tration. These results should also contribute to the broader discussions
about the future of western United States biomes as carbon sinks. Further,
our study highlights the need for continued research to inform effective
forest and grassland management and climate change mitigation efforts.
Effective planning and management can help ensure forest persistence and
grassland productivity, as these two ecosystems are critical carbon sinks.

Methods
Model description and development
The Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM)43, Fig. 6, is a process-based bio-
geochemicalmodel that tracks the carbon, nitrogen, andwaterflowbetween
the atmosphere, vegetation, and soils21. Themodel includes photosynthesis,

nitrogen uptake, respiration, litterfall, allocation, and dissolved organic
carbon44. In addition, the model incorporates multiple structural pools for
vegetation carbon and nitrogen, as well as a single pool for soil organic
carbon and nitrogen and soil inorganic nitrogen (Fig. 6).

The application of the model requires input datasets from transient
climates, including surface air temperature, diurnal temperature range,
precipitation, solar radiation, vapor pressure, and wind speed, as well as
CO2, O3, nitrogen deposition, and static soil texture and elevation datasets.
This study adds biogeography components to the model to determine the
most optimal/productive PFTs under different climatic conditions. The
model is calibrated using known values of carbon fluxes (GPP, NPP,
nitrogen saturated NPP), carbon stocks (vegetation and soil carbon),
nitrogen fluxes (plant nitrogen uptake), nitrogen stocks (vegetation nitro-
gen, soil organic, and inorganic nitrogen) and evapotranspiration.

a. b.

d.c.

e.

VEGC SOC

NPP NEP

Cumulative NCE

Fig. 5 | Modeled carbon stock and flux trends under RCP scenarios. a Vegetation
carbon (VEGC). b Soil organic carbon (SOC). c Net primary productivity (NPP).
dNet ecosystem productivity (NEP). eCumulative net carbon exchange (NCE). The

yellow line represents RCP 4.5, while the red line represents RCP 8.5. Carbon trends
are statistically significant (p value < 0.05), based on the 20-models aggregation.
PFTs are defined in Fig. 1.
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The model includes a seed pool as one of the structural pools. During
allocation, a PFT-dependent fraction of carbon and nitrogen is supplied to
the seed pool from the labile pool as windfall allocation, which occurs when
the size of the labile pool is larger than the available storage space of the
structural pools. The labile pool itself is replenished by GPP. The allocation
of resources to the seed pool is based on a cost-benefit analysis45.

Fire module
Thefiremodel is adapted from theCommunity LandModel (CLM) 5.0 and
is based on fuel availability, ignition, combustibility, fire spread, and fire
suppression46,47. Fuel load is determined from biomass (vegetation carbon).
Fuel Combustibility is determined by relative humidity and soil moisture.
Both natural and anthropogenic ignition sources are considered. The
burned area is determined by wind speed and specific fire spread rates for
each PFT, as done in CLM46,47, and is also affected by climate, PFT com-
position, and human activity. The severity of the fire is determined by
climate and fuel availability and is modified by the percent of the grid area
burned. The fire combustion completeness factors for leaves and stems are
similar to those used inCLM. The fire suppression factor is calculated based
on population density46,47.

For historical fires (1750–2014), fire return interval (FRI) from
LANDFIRE is added to the CLM firemodule to determine the frequency of
historical fires48,49. The FRI layer quantifies the average period between fires
under the presumed historical fire regime. In addition to these FRIs, we
includeperiods offire suppressionordeficit in theWest, i.e., ~1800s to 1980.
Fire frequency and severity are modified during these periods to reflect
better historical fire regimes. The fire suppression factor is also calculated as
done in CLM46,47.

While the FRI from LANDFIRE is used to govern the historical fre-
quency of fires, the CLM module retains control over the occurrence and
severity of these fires based on climate and ignition factors. Fire impact is
calculated once the burned area is determined (Supplementary Notes 1).

Apart from the historical fires, which are modified to better reflect
historicalfire regimes, thefiremodule is a one-to-one implementationof the
Community Land Model’s non-peat fires (outside cropland and tropical
closed forests). For a detailed description of the Fire Module, refer to the
CLM 5.0 manual and Li et al.46,47. While the model may not capture all the
complexities of ecological dynamics, given the grid size and the fact that we
simulate vegetation at the PFT level, it offers an improvement and provides
valuable insights for understanding forest change over the next century.

Biogeography module
The biogeographymodule uses elements from the BIOME419,20, which uses
specified bioclimatic envelopes to determine the PFT distribution. The
BIOME4 model is driven by long-term averages of monthly mean tem-
perature, solar insolation, and precipitation. Given different climatic vari-
ables, the model predicts which PFT can occur in each grid and selects the
dominantPFTdependingonoptimumclimatic conditions (Table 1)19,20,50,51.
Our model uses bioclimatic envelopes (Table 1) to determine the PFT that
can exist in each grid cell.

The biogeography module identifies potential PFTs for each grid cell
based on the bioclimatic envelopes in Table 1. From the resultant potential
PFT, the PFTwith the highest total NPP (above and below ground) over the
preceding 30-year period was designated as the dominant type within each
grid cell and assigned 100% areal coverage. The validation criteria for the
biogeography module is its capacity to accurately determine the dominant
PFT within each grid cell during the final 30 years of the historical run
(1984–2014) (Supplementary Notes 2).

The AET
PET is the ratio of actual evapotranspiration to potential evapo-

transpiration calculated using the Penman–Monteith formulation52. The
minimum AET

PET envelopes used in this study are estimated by modeling
historical AETPET values in the western United States using historical climate
datasets ofCRU4.5 starting from1900 to2014.TheminimumAET

PET threshold
values are thendeterminedby selecting the 5thpercentile value for eachPFT

Fig. 6 | TEM model overview. Illustration of the TEM model, highlighting its components: biogeography, biochemistry, and fire.
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during the summermonthswhen vegetation experiences themostmoisture
stress. The AET

PET ranges linearly between 1 for unstressed vegetation and 0 at
thewiltingpoint53,54. Environmentswith AET

PET < 0.75 are considered lowwater
stress, 0.5 <AETPET ≤ 0.75 moderate water stress, 0.25 <AETPET ≤ 0.5 high water
stress, and AET

PET ≤ 0.25 severe water stress55. AETPET has been implemented in
many dynamic vegetationmodels where it is presumed to be linearly related
to net photosynthesis and, therefore, has been viewed as an integrated
measure of the annual amount of growth-limiting drought stress55.

The biogeography and fire module further extends the TEM’s cap-
abilities, enabling the simulation of biogeographical patterns and PFT
distribution

Experiments and methods of analysis
Each grid cell is initially populated with a single dominant PFT, with the
exception of grids containingmixed temperate forests, which comprise two
PFTs (TemperateConifers andDeciduous).While grass and shrubPFTs are
present withinmost grids56,57, they do not constitute the dominant PFTs. In
grids where shrubs and grass PFTs do not exist, we assume seed sources of
grasses and shrubs are readily available.

Two runsweredone to simulate historical vegetationpatterns. Thefirst
run included fire disturbance, as detailed in the preceding fire module
section, while the second run was conducted without any historical fire
disturbance to ascertain the influence of biomass or forest standage on the
shift in dominant PFT. Both historical model runs started from a state of
dynamic equilibrium without fire, following forest equilibration; the tran-
sient run spans from1750 to 2014. At the conclusion of bothhistorical runs,
the final vegetation state is saved and utilized as the initial conditions for
future runs (2015–2100).

Twenty future model runs were performed for each RCP scenario
using the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 general circulation models supplied by the
Multivariate Adapted Constructed Analogs (MACA)58. The future run was
initialized using the ecosystem state saved at the end of the historical run. It
employed the fire routine adapted from the Community Land Model
(CLM) 5.029, as detailed in the preceding fire module section.

For each RCP scenario, the outputs of 20 future models were aggre-
gated. This aggregation was achieved by calculating the mean of each
variable’s output across all models, thus providing a central tendency
measure for our projections. Our methodology is grounded in approaches
similar to the IPCC, in which multi-model means are used to show a
synthesis response. We also add the standard deviation to represent a
measure of variance around the multi-model means. Additionally, to
account for variability and uncertainties inherent in model predictions, we
computed each variable’s standard deviation.While this approach does not
directly consider the individualmodel distributions, it offers a robust way to
synthesize model outputs, providing a comprehensive and statistically
sound overview of projected changes under different scenarios. The final
calculations and statistics were performed with 100% coverage of the
dominant PFT. A PFT is considered dominant if more than 10 out of the

20-models agree. The principal model output variables analyzed in this
study were selected carbon stocks and fluxes: Net Primary Productivity,
Vegetation Carbon, Net Ecosystem Productivity, Net Carbon Exchange,
and Soil Organic Carbon. To assess temporal changes in carbon stocks and
fluxes, we compared and analyzed outcomes for the future and historical
runs for 1984–2014 and 2070–2100, respectively. It was observed that there
was no difference in the change in dominant PFT by the end of the century
when the fire was turned on or off during the historical run.

Datasets
The historical climate dataset used in this study spans from 1750 to 2014.
Data from 1750 to 1900 were obtained fromMPI-ESM-P59, and data from
1900–2014 are based on the Climatic Research Unit (CRU 4.5) dataset60.
Bias correction was performed on the CRU data using grid MET (Gridded
Surface Meteorological dataset) data by Abatzoglou (2013) to accurately
match the historical CRU and future MACA datasets (which were bias
corrected to grid MET). This approach involved creating a delta (for tem-
perature /ratio (for other variables) for the bias correction between grid
MET and CRU, then using the grid MET fill-in values of the period 1979-
2014 (the overlap period) baseline for the bias correction. The bias correc-
tion was done to eliminate any offsets between historical CRU and Future
MACA climate datasets, reducing the offset between future and historical
climates.TheMPI-ESM-Pwas alsobias-corrected in a similarmanner to the
bias-corrected CRU datasets. The two bias-corrected datasets, MPI-ESM-P
and CRU were combined to produce the millennial climate dataset span-
ning 1750–2014.

For the projection of future climates spanning 2015 to 2100, we used
the 20 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Version 5 RCP 8.5 and
4.5 climate datasets downscaled using MACA58. All bias correction was
applied after the datasets were all scaled to the common 0.5° × 0.5° spatial
resolution (MPI downscaled and MACA upscaled) to match the reso-
lution at which we ran TEM. All downscaled interpolations were done
using the nearest neighbor approach, which assigns the value of the
nearest grid in the low-resolution dataset to the grid in the high-
resolution dataset while upscaling averaged the appropriate grids. Land
use and land cover are based on the cohort approach developed from the
Harmonized Global Land Use potential land cover datasets61 and CO2

values based on RCP 4.5 and 8.562. Finally, data for forested grids in the
western United States were extracted from these datasets for
input to TEM.

Data availability
This study utilized several types of data, all of which are accessible through:
1. Population Density Data: the dataset for population density, which was
integral to our study, is available for access at the following link: https://
sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/set/gpw-v4-population-density-rev11/data-
download. 2. LISOTD Climatology Dataset: the LISOTD Climatology
Dataset, which was used for Lightning data in our study, can be found at

Table 1 | Bioclimatic envelopes used in the biogeography model

Plant functional type Tc (oC) Tw (oC) min P (mm/year) min AET
PET

Boreal Forest −60 21 200 0.60

Mixed Temperate Forest (Coniferous) −40 24 300 0.60

Mixed Temperate Forest (Deciduous) −10 21 750 0.60

Temperate Coniferous Forest −40 24 300 0.60

Temperate Deciduous Forest −10 21 750 0.60

Short Grassland −20 35 250 0.50

Arid Shrubland 0 35 100 0.50

Xeromorphic Forest & Woodlands −5 32 250 0.55

Temperate Broadleaf Evergreen Forest −10 25 750 0.60

Tc mean temperature of the coldest month, Tw = mean temperature of the warmest month, min P =minimum annual minimum precipitation, and min AET
PET = minimum moisture stress index.
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https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/ using this link: https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/pub/
lis/climatology/LIS-OTD/HRMC/data/nc/. 3. Multivariate Adaptive Con-
structed Analogs (MACA): the MACA data, crucial for our climatology
analysis, is accessible at: https://www.climatologylab.org/maca.html. 4.
Processed data used to make the figures for both RCP scenarios can be
found at https://zenodo.org/records/10574102. Following the principles of
open and transparent research, we have provided direct hyperlinks and
unique identifiers for each dataset. These links facilitate easy access to the
data for replication and further research purposes. If there are any
restrictions on data access, these do not apply to the current study, as all
datasets and tools used are publicly available.

Code availability
This study utilized theTerrestrial EcosystemModel. The source code for the
TEM the biogeographymodule, and the statistical analysis tools used in this
study are publicly available on GitHub. Access to these resources can be
obtained under the repository name “TEM_Biogeography” at https://
github.com/Lehigh-TEM-Felzer-Lab and at https://zenodo.org/records/
10476119.
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